
Delegation: Area:

Team Attending Area? Team Attending Regional? Team Attending State?

Team Name: Team Type:

Opponent* Date Score

Stronger Equal Weaker New Team

Softball Team Name: Division:

Softball Team Name: Division:

Softball Team Name: Division:

Softball Team Name: Division:

(Please underline or bold) Yes No

(Please underline or bold) Higher Lower

Head Coach Date

4.  Are you missing any key players?  If so, please explain:

6.  If your delegation is bringing more than one team to the state softball, please rank your teams in order of

Information Submitted by:

If No, should they have been higher or lower?

7.  If this team competed in the state tournament last year do you feel they were divisioned appropriately?

5.  Any Additional Team Information about your team's ability level (including information about Unified Partners)

        their strength and indicate which division (1 - 5, 1 being strongest division) you feel they should play:

than opponentOur team/Opponent

3.  If this team came to last year's competition, what was their name last year (i.e. Wild Angels Silver)?

Stronger/Equal/Weaker

2.  If you brought this team to state last year, is your team:

Our Team

Team Information Page

 another team - please submit any games played prior to area competition (we will receive area results from Area Coordinator).

(please fill out by team)

1.  Competition Record for Previous Three Games:  Please list three games played in this competition season against

Winner of Game

A.  Hitting                                                                                                     (one choice – should be the most representative of the athlete’s skill level) 

Athlete needs direction on proper stance, grip and where to stand (1) 

The player exhibits proper stance and grip and knows where to stand, but does not usually make contact with the ball (2) 

The player occasionally makes contact, but is not familiar with what is a strike pitch (3) 

The player regularly makes contact, but does not hit the ball out of the infield (4) 

The player regularly makes contact and occasionally hits the ball to the outfield (5) 

The player regularly makes contact and hits the ball with authority (6)  

B. Fielding                                                                                                     (one choice – should be the most representative of the athlete’s skill level) 

The athlete is unable to make basic fielding plays (1) 

The athlete cleanly fields balls hit directly at them (2) 

The athlete attempts to field balls hit within three or four feet of them (3) 

The athlete occasionally fields balls hit within 3-4 feet of them (4) 

The athlete regularly fields balls hit within 3-4 feet of them (5) 

The athlete routinely makes all basic plays and some difficult plays (6) 

C. Base Running                                                                                                                  (one choice – should be the most representative of the athlete’s skill level) 

The athlete needs direction on when to run (1) 

The athlete knows when to run, but will only move forward one base without coaching direction (2) 

The athlete has a basic understanding of when to move more than one base (3) 

The athlete has a fair understanding of when to run and when not to run and  sometimes looks to the coach for cues and direction (4) 

The athlete has a complete understanding of when to run, how many bases to take and is consistently able to pick-up and use the coaches direction (5) 

D. Game Awareness                                                                                            (one choice – should be the most representative of the athlete’s skill level) 

The athlete needs frequent coaching on what to do on both offense and defense (1) 

The athlete exhibits an understanding of the most basic game situations (2) 

The athlete has a fair knowledge of what to do in most game situations, but still requires occasional coaching (3) 

The athlete has a clear understanding of what they should do in the context of the current game situation (requiring little or no coaching) (4) 

The athlete is able to make the play at hand and also recognize that there is other action occurring which may require attention (5) 

The athlete has a clear understanding of not only their role in the game, but of their teammates’ roles as well and is able to use that knowledge to direct play on the field. (6) 

E.  Throwing                                                                                                    (one choice – should be the most representative of the athlete’s skill level) 

The athlete has difficulty throwing the ball on the fly for any distance (1) 

The athlete is able to throw the ball on the fly a distance of at least 10 feet (2) 

The athlete regularly makes throws of at least 25 feet (3) 

The athlete is able to regularly make accurate throws of up to 25 feet (4) 

The athlete can regularly mke an accurate throw within the infield or from the outfield to a cut-off (5) 

The athlete regularly throws the ball accurately to any other position or player on the field (6) 

F.  Pitching                                                                                                          (one choice – should be the most representative of the athlete’s skill level) 

The athlete has the right distance, but  is consistently unable to get the ball over the plate for a strike (1) 

The athlete occasionally throws the ball in the strike zone, but without the correct arch (2) 

The athlete frequently throws the ball in the strike zone, but without the correct arch (3) 

The athlete occasionally throws quality pitches for strikes showing the proper technique and delivery (4) 

The athlete frequently throws quality pitches for strikes showing the proper technique and delivery (5) 

The athlete consistently throws quality pitches for strikes showing the proper technique and delivery court (6) 

G.  Catching                                                                                                                (one choice – should be the most representative of the athlete’s skill level) 

The athlete has difficulty catching most thrown balls (1)  

The athlete is able to catch balls thrown or hit directly to them (2) 

The athlete is able to catch some balls not thrown directly on target (3) 

The athlete is able to regularly catch balls thrown off target and occasionally those thrown or hit within 2-3 feet of their starting position on the field (4) 

The athlete frequently catches batted or thrown balls requiring movement from their original fielding position (5) 

The athlete regularly catches ball requiring movement from their original fielding position, plus all balls thrown or hit directly at them and all balls thrown off target (6) 


